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Class : V         Marks : 50
        Time    : 2 hrs

ENGLISH

CREATIVE WRITING
1. Write a paragraph on the topic ‘Importance of Reading’.    5
2. Imagine you got first prize in English recitation conducted

for the English Month competition. Write a diary entry to
describe the day.      5

GRAMMAR
3. Rearrange the words to make a complete sentence. 1
a) grazing / are / the / together / cattle
b) there / please / bags / keep / the
4. Circle the correct adverbs of time in the brackets. 1
a) It is time to leave. (then / now)
b) I eat an orange. (everyday / yearly)
5. Fill in the blanks with the correct pronouns. 2
a) That book belongs to ______. (I / me)
b) ______ (He / Him) and I are cousins.
6. Circle the correct prepositions. 1
a) Ammu is _____ (in / on) her bedroom.
b) Jaya is leaving the country _____ (before / soon).

SPELLING
7. Fill in the missing letters. 5
a) f__u__tra__ __on b) __us__n__s__ c) a__ __y
d) w__o__p__n__ e) __m__e__or
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8. Choose the correct spelling. 5
a) environment enviornment envarenmant
b) ridicoulos ridiculous ridicullous
c) iglorance ignorance ignarence
d) experience experiance experiancce
e) acchievement achievemant achievement

VOCABULARY
9. Write antonyms. 2
a) give b) end c) easy d) outside
10. Give one word. 3
a) Has gained victory. b) Small raised platform.
c) Very simple life.
11. Rewrite these sentences as shown. 3

Eg : The Ghost of Earth Day past visited Ebenezer.
Ebenezer was visited by the Ghost of Earth Day past.

a) Dinesh ate an enormous meal.
b) The thieves stole my bicycle.
c) Mummy made some orange juice.
12. Underline the conjunctions. 2
a) Surjit is a brave and brilliant boy.
b) Do you like rice or rotis?

LITERATURE
13. Read the given sentences and answer the questions. 4

“Is that you, Ebenezer Litterbug”?
“Yes it’s me, but I’ve changed!”

a) Who is the person speaking to Ebenezer Litterbug?
b) How has Ebenezer changed?
c) Where and on which day are they having this conversation?
d) What are the R’s mentioned in the play?
14. Answer the following questions. 6
a) How did Tansen trick Sant Haridas into singing?



b) What are the poet’s boats made of?
c) Why had Dr. Losberne come to the Maylies’ house?

HANDWRITING
15. The boy laughed and ran down the path. A parrot suddenly

screeched, flew low over his head, a flash of red and green.
It took the course of the path and the boy followed its
dipping flight, running until the path rose and the bird
disappeared amongst the trees. A trickle of water came
from the hillside and the boy stopped to drink. The water
was cold and sharp but very refreshing.      5
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